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Abstract—Recent research reveals that the number of cyber-attacks has doubled in the past three years. This is a devastating growth of the number of cyber-attacks, and it reveals a serious business problem around the world. Existing intrusion detection systems (IDSs), intrusion prevention systems (IPSs), and anti-malware systems mainly rely on low-level network traffic features or program code signatures to detect cyber-attacks. However, since hackers can constantly change their attack tactics, it is extremely difficult for existing security solutions to detect cyber-attacks. There are increasing more evidences showing that cybercriminals tend to exchange cybercrime knowledge and transact via online social media. Accordingly, it presents unprecedented opportunities for security intelligence experts to tap into online social media to extract the vital security intelligence for cyber-attack forensics. The main contributions of this paper are the design, development, and evaluation of a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)-based latent text mining model for cyber-attack forensics. Our preliminary evaluation of the proposed latent text mining model based on a real-world data set crawled from Twitter and Blog sites shows that it significantly outperforms the probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) method in terms of extracting more relevant and richer concepts describing real-world cyber-attack incidents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE recent cybercrime study performed by Hewlett-Packard shows that there is a 42% increase in the number of cyber-attacks when compared to the previous year, with organizations experiencing an average of 102 successful attacks per week. The average annualized cost of cybercrime climbed to $8.9 million per attacked organization. A previous study also showed that security breaches may cost a corporation as much as 1% of its market value [1]. The recent cyber-attacks against HSBC, the major commercial banks such as Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, Citi Bank, and the New York Stock Exchange reveal that this is a very serious business problem that threatens the daily operation and the shareholder value of any click-and-mortar organizations. The devastating cyber-attack figures reported by HP in 2012 reveal that existing cyber security technologies such as intrusion detection systems (IDSs), intrusion prevention systems (IPSs), and anti-malware systems are not effective to protect organizations from various cybercrimes, particularly distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. One of the main reasons is that existing cyber security solutions solely rely on low-level network traffic features or software coding signatures to identify potential cybercrimes or cyber-attacks. Since cybercriminals can constantly change their tactics (e.g., by using an entirely different set of botnets), and hence the constantly changing low-level features, it is extremely difficult for existing cyber security solutions to detect cybercrimes. Moreover, existing IDS, IPSs, and other malware detection software cannot predict cyber-attacks before these attacks are launched, nor are they equipped with the capability to analyze who launches the attacks and why these attacks are initiated, that is, cybercrime forensics.

There are increasingly more evidences to show that cybercriminals tend to exchange cybercrime knowledge, or even transacting cyber-attack tools such as Botnets through the “dark markets” established in social media on the Internet [2]-[4]. Such a trend gives rise to unprecedented opportunities for cyber security analysts and researchers to tap into the security intelligence embedded in online social media for better understanding the activities of cybercriminals and for semi-automated cyber-attack forensics. Fig. 1 shows a screen shot of the announcement released by the hacker group “Anonymous” at Twitter while the servers of HSBC were being attacked in October 2012. Social media analytics is defined as the design, development, and evaluation of informatics tools and frameworks to collect, monitor, analyze, summarize, and visualize social media data, usually driven by specific requirements from a target application [5]-[6]. Social media analytics has been explored in the areas of terrorist intelligence mining [7]-[9], financial investment prediction [10]-[12], and market intelligence mining [13]-[14], and so on. However, social media analytics and text mining for cyber-attack forensics has received little attention by researchers to date despite its great potentials of mining high-level features to augment existing cyber security intelligence technologies such as IDSs and IPSs for more effective cyber-attack detection, analysis, and prevention.

The main contributions of this paper is the design, development, and evaluation of a novel LDA-based text mining model for mining latent security intelligence from online social media to facilitate cyber-attack forensics. More specifically, the novelty and the technological innovations of our research work reported in this paper are as follows:

The proposed latent text mining model enhances existing IPSs in terms of mining latent features and relationships from social media to perform cyber forensics such as, automated construction and visualization of cybercriminal communities and the extraction of causal relationships of cybercrimes;

By leveraging high-level features and relationships mined from online social media, the proposed latent text mining model can predict a variety of cyber-attacks such as DDoS,
malware, phishing, worms, and so on rather than only a specific kind of cyber-attack;

By mining the security intelligence embedded in online social media, not only cyber-attack forensics is facilitated but also the intelligence has a potential to be used to predict cyber-attacks before they are actually launched.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II highlights the system architecture of the proposed service. Section III illustrates the proposed computational model of latent text mining for cybercrime forensics. Section IV reports our preliminary experiment and the result of the proposed latent text mining model. Finally, we offer concluding remarks and describe future directions of our research work.

For the Learning and Classification Layer, an ensemble of state-of-the-art machine learning classifiers are deployed to produce cyber-attack predictions based on an optimal set of explicit and latent features. Furthermore, another novelty of our research is that the GA-based adaptor takes into account the feedbacks about the classifiers’ previous predictions, and periodically tunes the “weights” of the classifiers and the classification features for more effective cyber-attack predictions in the following prediction cycles. Moreover, the adaptor evaluates which online social media sources tend to produce the classification features with higher weighting, and then direct the information agents and crawlers to traverse to those sources with a higher probability in the following data collection cycles. As a result, the proposed prototype service can maintain its forensic and prediction performance even if cyber attackers modify their attack tactics, and so the changes of explicit or latent traces left in online social media. For the Presentation Layer, the presentation manager employs a combination of texts, tables, and graphs to present the cyber-attack prediction results, and visualize the causal relationships of cyber-attacks.

III. THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL FOR CYBER-ATTACK ANALYSIS

For the proposed text mining model for cyber-attack forensics, we apply Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] as the computational foundation to develop such a model to extract high-level concepts from hacker forums or other online social media to augment existing IDSs and IPSs. We do not intend to make a claim that the proposed model can replace existing IDSs and IPSs; instead the proposed model is a vital complimentary tool to existing security intelligence solutions so that both high-level and low-level features can be used to better combat cybercrimes. Essentially, the LDA model can be seen as a conceptual clustering method which automatically groups semantically related terms together to form high-level cybercrime related features (concepts) according to the nature of the given data set.

For the LDA model, a set of latent features $A$ is assumed to be associated with a collection of cybercrime related messages (documents) $D$. Each document (message) $d \in D$ is characterized by a multinomial distribution $\theta$, which is controlled by a hyper-parameter $\alpha$ [15]. A latent feature $a$ (i.e., a cybercrime related high-level concept) is then selected according to the multinomial distribution $\theta$ controlled by another hyper-parameter $\beta$. Given a feature $a$, a term $t$ (e.g., word, phrase, bigram, trigram, etc.) is then generated according to the multinomial distribution $\phi$. Plate notation [15] is used to describe this probabilistic generation process in Fig. 2. For the plate notation, shaded and unshaved circles indicate observed and latent variables, respectively. Plates (i.e., the rectangles) indicate repeated sampling, with the number of iterations defined by the variable shown at the bottom of each plate.

According to LDA, the likelihood of generating a cybercrime message collection $D$ can be estimated as follows.
Our ultimate goal is to obtain the conditional $P(a_i | t_i, d)$, that is, given a term $t_i$ in a message $d$, which latent feature (i.e., a cybercrime concept) generates the term in that position. The proposed latent feature mining method is context-sensitive, as the conditional $P(a_i | t_i, d)$ is derived from a training message corpus $D$ that varies across contexts (e.g., messages pertaining to different kinds of cybercrimes). As it is computationally expensive to directly estimate the conditional probability $P(a_i | t_i, d)$, an approximation method of Gibbs sampling [16], a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm, has been applied to estimate the conditional probabilities of other variables [17]. According to Gibbs approximation, the conditional probability $P(a_i | t_i, d)$ is approximated by the following:

$$P(a_i = k | t_i = m, d) \propto P(t_i = m | a_i = k) \cdot P(a_i = k | d) \propto \frac{C^{t_i}_{a_i} + \beta}{\sum_m C^{t_i}_{a_i} + |V| \cdot \sum_k C^d_k + |A| \cdot \alpha}$$

(2)

where $C^{t_i}_{a_i}$ is the count of the number of times that term $t_i = m$ is assigned to feature $a_i = k$, excluding the current term; $V$ is the vocabulary set that is used to compose the collection $D$; and $C^d_k$ is the count of the number of terms in $d$ associated with feature $a_i = k$, excluding the current term.

During model learning, the count matrix $M^{VA} : V \times A$ (term by feature) is maintained and updated in each Gibbs iteration. Based on the count matrix $M^{VA}$, it is feasible to derive the approximations $\bar{\phi}$ and $\bar{\Theta}$ of the multinomial distributions $\phi$ and $\Theta$. The computational complexity of the standard Gibbs sampling algorithm is characterized by $O(I \cdot |A| \cdot |V| \cdot |D|)$, where $I$ is the number of Gibbs iterations; $V$ is the vocabulary set of a corpus $D$, and $|A|$ is the pre-defined number of high-level features.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed latent text mining model, we crawled the cybercrime related messages from Twitter and blogs. We manually identified a group of 20 popular hackers and then identified the twitter feeds (e.g., the “Anonymous”, also known as “Fawkes Security” who claimed to be responsible for the series of cyber-attacks against HSBC in October 2012 at Twitter) and the corresponding web sites (e.g., pastebin.com) for later crawling by our dedicated crawler programs. A total of 12,136 cybercrime related messages covering the period from October 2011 to October 2012 were crawled in October 2012. A subset of 4,015 messages from our total downloaded messages was manually inspected by two human experts and the cyber-attack related high-level concepts were annotated by them. This subset of human-annotated messages was applied to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed latent text mining model. We extend the open source Core Ling Pipe API to implement our revised Gibbs sampling algorithm for the implementation of the proposed LDA model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. Top Two Cyber-Attack Related Concepts</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>collaborative</td>
<td>0.0274</td>
<td>worm</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attacks</td>
<td>0.0255</td>
<td>virus</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denial</td>
<td>0.0241</td>
<td>malicious</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>0.0235</td>
<td>malware</td>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>networks</td>
<td>0.0233</td>
<td>attacks</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banks</td>
<td>0.0227</td>
<td>spread</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finances</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
<td>pc</td>
<td>0.0141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hate</td>
<td>0.0196</td>
<td>infected</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muslim</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>replicate</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insults</td>
<td>0.0142</td>
<td>assets</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I depicts two representatives of high-level features (topics) mined by applying the proposed latent text mining to our experimental data set. For readability reason, we demonstrate the non-stemmed version of the results even though both stemmed and non-stemmed versions of feature mining are supported by our prototype system. It should be noted that these features are semantically coherent and they are all related to prominent cyber-attack related issues such as the reason behind the series of DDoS attacks against the major commercial banks and stock exchanges in the U.S. in September 2012 (Topic 1).

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed LDA-based latent text mining method, we invited two security intelligence experts to examine the high-level features generated from the proposed text mining model. In addition, we implemented a baseline system using the pLSI model that we have successfully applied to intelligent query expansion before [18]. Then, we requested the two experts to examine the latent concepts mined by both systems. In particular, a
It is clear that the cyber-attack concepts mined by the LDA-based system consistently attract higher scores across the six dimensions when compared to the concepts produced by the pLSI system. According to our paired one-tail t-test ($p < .01$), the LDA-based experimental system is significantly better than the pLSI baseline system. The main reason of such a performance improvement achieved by the LDA-based system is that it can more effectively cluster semantically related terms under each latent concept. As a result, the human experts find the outputs produced by the LDA-based system easier to follow and more relevant with respect to the cyber-attack domain. Accordingly, our preliminary experiment confirms the effectiveness of the proposed latent text mining method for cyber-attack forensics.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Recent research shows that there is a rapid increase in the number of cyber-attacks and the financial loss brought to the click-and-mortar organizations. The main contributions of the work reported in this paper are the design, development, and evaluation of a novel LDA-based text mining model to combat cybercrimes and facilitate cybercrime forensics. The proposed model can be seen as a complimentary tool to existing intrusion detection systems, intrusion prevention systems, and anti-malware systems to improve the overall cyber security by leveraging both low-level and high-level detection and forensics features. Our preliminary experimental result shows that the proposed model can discover semantically rich and relevant latent concepts related to cyber-attacks, and it significantly outperform the pLSI based baseline method based on a real-world data set we crawled from Twitter and websites capturing cybercrime related messages.

Future work involves a much larger scale of experiments to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed latent text mining model. Moreover, alternative latent text mining methods such as supervised LDA and sequential pattern mining will be examined and compared with the performance of the current un-supervised LDA-based method. Also, the application of the mined cyber-attack related high-level features to cyber-attack prediction and prevention will be studied. Finally, how to integrate the proposed model into existing IPSs to enhance the overall effectiveness of the whole system will be examined.
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